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The effect of strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding on torsional degrees of freedom is investi-
gated by far-infrared absorption spectroscopy for different methanol dimer isotopologues isolated in
supersonic jet expansions or embedded in inert neon matrices at low temperatures. For the vacuum-
isolated and Ne-embedded methanol dimer, the hydrogen bond OH librational mode of the donor
subunit is finally observed at ∼560 cm−1, blue-shifted by more than 300 cm−1 relative to the OH
torsional fundamental of the free methanol monomer. The OH torsional mode of the acceptor em-
bedded in neon is observed at ∼286 cm−1. The experimental findings are held against harmonic
predictions from local coupled-cluster methods with single and double excitations and a pertur-
bative treatment of triple excitations [LCCSD(T)] and anharmonic. VPT2 corrections at canonical
MP2 and density functional theory (DFT) levels in order to quantify the contribution of vibra-
tional anharmonicity for this important class of intermolecular hydrogen bond vibrational motion.
© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4900922]

I. INTRODUCTION

Methanol is one of the most important flexible molecules
for the study of internal rotation or torsional motion, a class
of large-amplitude vibrational motion in which two parts of
the same molecule rotate with respect to each other over dis-
tances comparable to chemical bond lengths. In the case of
methanol, the methyl group can counter-rotate with respect to
the hydroxy group around the C–O bond axis. The coupling
between large-amplitude torsional motion and other vibra-
tional motions of a molecule is known to accelerate the trans-
fer of energy internally among the vibrational modes via in-
tramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR).1, 2 These energy
transfer processes are particularly important in order to un-
derstand the quantum control of chemical reactions via laser-
induced bond breaking by torsion-mediated IVR relaxation
in molecules containing a methyl rotor.3 More generally, the
torsional degrees of freedom are of critical importance in the
development of molecular force fields for flexible molecules.4

In cyclic methanol clusters, the torsional motion of all the
subunits is affected significantly by intermolecular hydrogen
bonding, and the resulting hydrogen bond librational motion
is effectively decoupled from the methyl group rotation.5, 6

The librational motion should not be described as torsional
or rotational, but more or less as a genuine localized displace-
ment of the hydrogen-bonded H atoms. As such, this displace-
ment probes a substantial range of the anharmonic hydrogen
bond potential and may be regarded as one of the most sensi-
tive markers of hydrogen bonding. The role of librational mo-
tion in intermolecular energy transfer processes of condensed

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
rewl@kemi.dtu.dk

phases is currently being discussed.7 Recent quantum chemi-
cal studies of the methanol dimer (Fig. 1) show that the incor-
poration of the donor OH librational mode is essential in or-
der to capture the physics of the predissociation pathway that
follows OH stretching excitation8 since it has been shown to
effectively absorb the initially deposited energy. This fits the
results from ultra-fast pump-probe experiments of the hydro-
gen bond breaking dynamics.9

The spectroscopy of the hydrogen-bonded methanol
dimer has been studied intensely. The rotational spectrum
of several methanol dimer isotopologues isolated in molec-
ular beams has been obtained by Lovas et al. and its anal-
ysis showed that the methanol dimer exhibits a linear hydro-
gen bond.10, 11 The first experimental study of methanol dimer
was reported by Hoffbauer et al. who investigated the infrared
photodissociation spectrum in the CO stretching region.12

The observation and assignment of one single C–O stretch-
ing band was updated by Huisken and Stemmler who ob-
served two well-separated bands in this region at 1026.5 and
1051.6 cm−1.13 This observation has been confirmed by sub-
sequent experimental works and supported by theoretical
studies.14–16 The red-shifted dimer band has been assigned to
the free CO stretching mode of the acceptor subunit whereas
the latter more intense and blue-shifted band has been as-
signed to the CO stretching mode of the more perturbed H-
atom donor molecule. The red-shift originates from an elon-
gation of the acceptor C–O bond distance in the attractive hy-
drogen bond and the blue-shift results from a stronger force
constant and coupling to the OH stretching mode which com-
presses the C–O bond distance.17

A particularly sensitive probe for the hydrogen bond
interaction in methanol dimer is the OH stretching mode
of the donor subunit. A significant elongation of its O–H

0021-9606/2014/141(17)/174314/9/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC141, 174314-1
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FIG. 1. The normal mode description of the acceptor OH torsional mode and the hydrogen-bonded donor OH librational mode of the methanol dimer.

bond distance upon hydrogen bonding together with a signif-
icantly increased OH transition dipole moment provides both
a pronounced red-shift and infrared band intensity gain of
this chromophore. A variety of independent experimental ap-
proaches – infrared photodissociation,18 cavity ring-down,19

IR-UV photoionization,20 spontaneous Raman and direct ab-
sorption FTIR spectroscopies21, 22 in supersonic jet expan-
sions – have settled the band origin at around 3575 cm−1 with
a red-shift of ∼111 cm−1 from the monomer band origin, al-
though slight ambiguities exist in the interpretation of the ex-
act monomer reference due to its complicated band structure.
Recently, this red-shift has been decomposed into a harmonic
contribution23 of about 121 cm−1 and a diagonal anharmonic-
ity correction of 26 cm−1,24 leaving only about −36 cm−1 for
the combined coupling of all other modes to the hydrogen-
bonded OH stretching vibration. The free OH stretching mode
of the acceptor subunit has been located around 3684 cm−117

and also somewhat lower in wavenumber20 but in any case
close to the monomer band origin.

The most valuable among the technologically accessi-
ble spectroscopic observables for the intermolecular poten-
tial energy landscape spanned by two interacting methanol
molecules is the donor OH librational mode induced by the
hydrogen bond. The observation and assignment of this large-
amplitude mode provides direct benchmarks for theoretical
descriptions of anisotropy and anharmonicity for the hydro-
gen bond. To the best of our knowledge, the only attempts to
explore this crucial observable in the challenging far-infrared
region of the electromagnetic spectrum have employed the
medium of cryogenic matrices of nitrogen, argon, and carbon
monoxide.25–28 These matrix hosts are known to cause signifi-
cant matrix-induced perturbations and potential site effects. In
nitrogen matrices, up to four different isomers or differently
trapped species have been reported with donor OH librational
band origins between 572 and 624 cm−1 and perturbed ac-
ceptor OH torsional band origins between 325 and 386 cm−1

relative to the monomer OH torsional band at 304 cm−1.25

In the present work, we are revisiting these far-infrared spec-
tral signatures of methanol dimer by detecting them in super-
sonic jet expansions and in less perturbative cryogenic neon
matrices.

To discuss the anharmonicity of and the cross-talk be-
tween the different vibrational modes, we make use of the
simple second-order perturbation theory relationship29–31 be-
tween anharmonic fundamental transitions ν̃i and harmonic

normal modes ωi in the presence of all other modes j

ν̃i = ωi + 2xii + 1

2

∑
j

xij , (1)

where xii and xij are diagonal and off-diagonal anharmonic-
ity constants, respectively. While the former can be easily
extracted from overtone transitions, the latter are obtainable
from combination bands. Neither of these are accessible in
the present experimental work for the methanol dimer OH li-
brational modes, but we can still draw important conclusions
from benchmark calculations in the recent literature,23, 24

which have been made available to us by the authors
and are mostly contained in the corresponding electronic
supplements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The infrared absorption spectra of jet-cooled methanol
clusters were obtained by the high-throughput FTIR jet appa-
ratus at Universität Göttingen described in detail elsewhere.32

Helium gas pulses on the order of 0.5 mol doped with traces
of CH3OH (99.9% atom, VWR) were expanded through a
600 mm long and 0.2 mm wide pulsed slit nozzle into a 23
m3 vacuum buffer dilution volume. The resulting supersonic
jet expansions were synchronously probed by single 2–4
cm−1 resolution scans of a rapid-scan Bruker IFS 66v/S FTIR
spectrometer. The buffer dilution volume was continuously
evacuated by a series of Roots blowers at a pump speed of
2500 m3 h−1 with time intervals of ∼50 s between the pulses
to prevent any Mach disk interference by shock waves. The
stagnation pressure in the gas reservoir from which the pulsed
expansions emerge was 0.8 bar with sample concentrations
in the range of 0.3%–0.8%. The mid-infrared spectra were
obtained employing a conventional globar radiation source
combined with CaF2 beamsplitter and optics and a liquid ni-
trogen cooled InSb detector. The far-infrared spectra (190–
650 cm−1) were recorded employing a 6 μm multilayer My-
lar beam splitter, CsI optics, and a liquid-helium cooled Si
bolometer from Infrared Labs, Inc. Scans of approximately
400 pulses were collected and averaged for each sample
concentration.

For the matrix isolation experiments, neon gas (L’Air
Liquide, 99.996%) was deposited via a liquid nitrogen pre-
cooled inlet tube with a flow rate of 0.02 mol/h at 3.6 K on a
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FIG. 2. The combined mid-infrared OH-stretching (upper left trace) and far-infrared (upper right trace) absorption spectrum recorded for supersonic jet
expansions of helium doped with methanol together with a simulated rovibrational far-infrared spectrum of methanol monomer based on observations reported
in Ref. 42 (lower trace, Trot= 25 K). The methanol cluster bands observed in the far-infrared region are marked with asterisks whereas the Q-branches of the
torsional fundamental of methanol monomer are labeled by the symmetry species.

gold-plated oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC)
copper mirror inside an immersion helium cryostat (IHC-
3) modified for matrix isolation spectroscopy33 at MAX-lab.
Degassed samples of CH3OH (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9% atom)
or CH3OD (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) were deposited simultane-
ously with the matrix gas by a separate inlet tube, giving mix-
ing ratios of �0.5–5 permille. The sample temperature at the
mirror was monitored by a Lake Shore silicon diode and was
kept stable at 2.8 ± 0.1 K before and after the matrix depo-
sition employing resistive heaters and feedback electronics.
In most cases, the doped neon matrices were afterwards an-
nealed up to 9 K for the study of temperature effects. The sam-
ple mount was equipped with interchangeable CsI and TPX
windows, and combined mid-infrared and THz single-beam
spectra were collected by a Bruker IFS 120 FTIR spectrom-
eter employing a globar lamp as radiation source. Broadband
HgCdTe and InSb detectors combined with a Ge/KBr beam
splitter and a Si-bolometer operating at 4.2 K combined with
a 6 μm multilayer Mylar beam splitter were employed for the
IR and THz spectral regions, respectively. A spectral resolu-
tion between 0.1 and 1 cm−1 was applied depending on the
observed band widths.

III. METHANOL ISOLATED IN SUPERSONIC JET
EXPANSIONS

The OH stretching region helps to monitor the size dis-
tribution of clusters in the supersonic jet expansions19, 21, 22

(see Fig. 2, upper left trace). A reported band origin of 3681.5
cm−1 for the monomer OH stretching band based on the
center of gas-phase Q-branches34, 35 has been employed in
a range of cluster studies.19, 21, 35–38 A band origin at 3686
cm−1 has subsequently been established by complementary
Raman and infrared studies of jet-cooled methanol.22, 39 This
value corresponds to the high-frequency component of the jet-
Raman spectrum39 and the absorption maximum in the jet-

FTIR spectrum22 and agrees well with the band origin of 3685
cm−1 obtained from a high-resolution rovibrational analysis
of this strongly coupled torsion-vibration system.40 In addi-
tion, the spacing of ∼2.6 cm−1 between the two observed Q-
branches in the jet-Raman spectrum39 agrees perfectly with
the difference in tunneling splitting between the vibrational
ground state and the excited OH stretching state.41 The red-
shifted donor OH stretching band origin of 3575 cm−1 for
the methanol dimer has been established by complemen-
tary jet-cooled Raman and FTIR observations whereas the
free acceptor OH stretching band overlaps with the rotational
structures and torsional tunneling splittings of the monomer
band.21, 22 The complicated OH stretching jet spectrum of
the cyclic methanol trimer has been shown to involve a vi-
brational Franck-Condon effect22 and consists of two near-
degenerate strong bands at 3469 cm−1 and 3474 cm−1. These
two strong bands are accompanied by five weaker sub-bands
and no hydrogen-bond isomerism of methanol trimer has to
be invoked to understand these jet spectral features.

The upper right trace in Fig. 2 shows the far-infrared ab-
sorption spectrum of jet-cooled methanol down to the CsI
cut-off close to 200 cm−1. In the region around 370 cm−1,
the 6 μm multilayer Mylar beam splitter has a strong dip
in the throughput and thereby causes an artifact in the gen-
erated absorption spectrum. In the lower far-infrared region,
the absorption spectrum reproduces a very rich structure
caused by multiple rovibrational sub-bands associated with
the torsional fundamental band of the methanol monomer.
The large-amplitude torsional motion of methanol is cou-
pled to the overall rotational motion and the other vibrational
modes of the molecule. The analysis of these couplings have
been described in detail elsewhere.43 The lower right trace of
Fig. 2 shows a rovibrational simulation based on previously
assigned Q-branch structures reported in the methanol atlas
of Moruzzi et al.42 The room temperature (T1) spectra were
converted to spectra at cold temperatures T2 by the following
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relationship:

Snm(T1)

Snm(T2)
=

e
− E

m
kT1

(
1 − e

− hcν̃
nm

kT1

)

e
− E

m
kT2

(
1 − e

− hcν̃
nm

kT2

) (2)

employing the line strength Snm and wavenumber ν̃nm of a
transition from a lower state m to an upper state n and the
energy Em of the m level. The simulated far-infrared spec-
trum in Fig. 2 is plotted as an overlay of Gaussian curves with
4 cm−1 full widths at half maximum matching the spectral
resolution of the jet experiment. It was found that a simulated
spectrum at T2 = 25 K yields the best match with the exper-
imental jet spectra. Non-equilibrium effects in the jet expan-
sion concerning the population of the A and E states44 were
ignored, because these are not significant at 25 K.

The most distinct spectral features observed in the
lower far-infrared absorption spectrum are located around
205 cm−1, 226 cm−1, 278 cm−1, and 284 cm−1 with de-
creasing intensity for the transitions at higher wavenumbers.
These have previously been attributed to Q-branches of dif-
ferent A–A (226 and 284 cm−1) and E–E (205 and 278 cm−1)
sub-bands with �K = ±1 and K′′ ≤ 1 associated with the
torsional fundamental.42 Another observed series of distinct
spectral features has previously been attributed to other, less
intense A–A (249 cm−1) and E–E (263 and 269 cm−1) tor-
sional sub-bands with �K = ±1 and K′′ ≤ 2.42 The con-
vincing agreement between the observed jet spectra and the
simulated rovibrational spectrum of the monomer in the low
far-infrared spectral region does not at first sight point at any
potential methanol dimer contributions.

In the upper far-infrared region above the beam split-
ter artifact, another three distinct spectral features are repro-
duced with band origins around 448 cm−1, 475 cm−1, and
507 cm−1. These spectral features can be assigned to three
different sub-bands or Q-branches associated with the first
torsional overtone of the methanol monomer which are in-
cluded in the simulated rovibrational spectrum shown in
Fig. 2. The Q-branches observed around 448 and 507 cm−1

have previously been assigned to the E–E transitions corre-
sponding to K = −1 → −2 and K = −1 → 0, respectively,
whereas the Q-branch observed around 475 cm−1 has previ-
ously been assigned to the A–A transition corresponding to K
= 0 → +1.42 The simulated rovibrational spectrum shown in
Fig. 2 includes a total of 17 previously assigned sub-bands
with K′′ ≤ 3 associated with the first torsional overtone of
methanol in the range from 343 cm−1 to 656 cm−1. None of
the 14 weaker torsional overtone Q-branches of the monomer
are observed clearly in the present far-infrared jet-spectra. The
strong spectral features observed in the range from 520 cm−1

to 650 cm−1 must therefore be assigned to jet-cooled clusters
of methanol.

The mid-infrared OH stretching spectral signatures have
previously guided the assignment of a number of hydrogen-
bonded OH librational modes of jet-cooled methanol trimers
and tetramers in the upper far-infrared region.6, 22 Assisted
by dedicated concentration-dependence spectral series, direct
comparisons with the corresponding OH stretching spectra

and quantum-chemical predictions, we have previously as-
signed the observed band at 613 cm−1 to the most IR-active
OH librational mode of the methanol trimer (see Fig. 2, up-
per right trace).5 In addition, two bands have been assigned
to the librational modes of the cyclic methanol tetramer: a
highly IR-active doubly degenerate mode at 760 cm−1, and
a lower-wavenumber mode at 695 cm−1 with lower infrared
activity (not shown).5 Subsequently, an upgraded configu-
ration of the experimental jet-FTIR apparatus including a
liquid helium cooled Si-bolometer detector revealed the ex-
istence of a band centered around 551 cm−1 which we ten-
tatively assigned to the lowest-wavenumber OH librational
mode of the cyclic trimer,6 although quantum-chemical cal-
culations have predicted an overlap with the donor OH
librational band of the methanol dimer5 and the relative inten-
sity is indeed higher than predicted. In the present work, fea-
turing an improved signal-to-noise performance in the lower
far-infrared region,45 the existence of the 551 cm−1 band
is easily confirmed with a reproducible high-wavenumber
shoulder at 567 cm−1 and an overall higher intensity than
the 613 cm−1 band as seen in Fig. 2. However, a completely
unambiguous size assignment of the 551 cm−1 band cannot
be obtained by dedicated jet experiments from the concen-
tration dependency alone. Trimer formation cannot be effec-
tively suppressed once dimer formation is favored in the ear-
lier stages of the expansions, and extreme dilutions are not
compatible with signal-to-noise limitations in this spectral re-
gion. A dimer OH librational fundamental below 551 cm−1

or above 567 cm−1 can be safely ruled out from the jet ex-
periments, but there could be one or more spectral features
attributed to this band in this interval. Therefore, we consult a
more sensitive matrix isolation approach where the discrimi-
nation between dimer and trimer spectral fingerprints is easier.

IV. METHANOL EMBEDDED IN NEON MATRICES

In previous studies of methanol embedded in solid ma-
trices of para-H2

46 and neon,47, 48 these inert matrix environ-
ments have been shown to completely forbid the overall rota-
tional motion of methanol but still allow for large-amplitude
internal torsional motion which is just slightly hindered rel-
ative to the gas phase. The torsion-vibration splittings into A
and E sub-levels by torsional tunneling therefore persist in the
inert neon matrix environment, but their standard A–A and E–
E selection rules have been shown not to apply anymore.47

The torsional fundamental of the methanol monomer accord-
ingly gives rise to four different sub-bands (see Fig. 3). In
cryogenic neon matrices, the splitting of the ground state of
the torsional vibration is reduced from the gas phase value
of 9.1 cm−1 to 6.7 cm−1, whereas the splitting of the first ex-
cited state is reduced from the gas phase value of 86.5 cm−1 to
56.2 cm−1.47 Both of these vibrational splittings can be re-
vealed by dedicated annealing experiments. Fig. 3 shows the
observed far-infrared absorption spectrum of methanol em-
bedded in neon at 2.8 K together with the corresponding spec-
tra after subsequent annealing the matrix to 6 K and 9 K
and relaxing it back to 3 K. It appears that the higher pop-
ulation of the A sub-level of the vibrational ground state at
2.8 K favors the two A–E and A–A transitions observed at
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FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the observed far-infrared absorption spectrum of methanol embedded in neon annealed from 2.8 K to 6 K and 9 K
and relaxed back to 3 K (left). The assignments of the four different observed components I, II, III, and IV for the torsional fundamental (vtors = 0 → 1) of
methanol monomer are indicated together with a corresponding torsional energy diagram illustrating the different A/E transitions (right).

212 cm−1 (denoted II) and 269 cm−1 (denoted IV), respec-
tively. The slow, step-wise annealing reveals the emergence
of the two torsional E–E and E–A transitions originating from
the E sub-level of the vibrational ground state which grad-
ually becomes more populated with increasing temperature.
These bands, observed at 206 cm−1 (denoted I) and 262 cm−1

(denoted III), are red-shifted by the vibrational ground-state
splitting of 6.7 cm−1 relative to the “cold” transitions (II and
IV). In the matrix isolation spectra recorded at 2.8 K where
the “cold” sub-bands dominate, another band is reproduced
at 286 cm−1. The concentration dependency of this band, al-
though somewhat distorted by the overlap with the 269 cm−1

feature (IV), is steeper than observed for the four monomer
sub-bands, which points at a dimer origin. This is supported
by the blue-shifted position relative to the monomer band
system and the fact that it collapses into a single band. The
methanol:neon mixing ratios in the permille region rule out
any methanol trimer assignments which is also supported by
the lack of any corresponding trimer absorption in the OH
stretching region (not shown).

Fig. 4 shows the entire far-infrared absorption spectrum
of methanol embedded in neon at 2.8 K from 200 cm−1 up to
the high-wavenumber cut-off of the cold optical filter inside
the Si bolometer around 600 cm−1. In the upper far-infrared
region, a strong band is observed at 446 cm−1 even at the
smallest methanol:neon mixing ratios, pointing at a monomer
origin. This slightly broadened band has previously been ob-
served by Perchard for very diluted methanol doped neon
matrices.47 At higher methanol:neon mixing ratios, another
weak band appears at 507 cm−1 with the same concentra-
tion dependency. The intensity of these two bands also de-
creases by the same amount upon annealing of the neon ma-
trices. A detailed assignment of these monomer transitions is
difficult. However, we cannot reject Perchard’s tentative as-
signment of the strong 446 cm−1 band to a torsional over-
tone transition originating from the A sub-level of the vibra-
tional ground state.47 In some matrix experiments, another

weak band with varying intensity is observed at 527 cm−1 in
methanol-doped neon matrices. This band is attributed to wa-
ter/methanol dimers which shall not be discussed further in
the present contribution. At higher methanol:neon mixing ra-
tios, a sharp band with one or more high-wavenumber shoul-
ders appears at 558 cm−1. This band has a steep concentration
dependency which qualitatively matches the behavior of the
broader proposed acceptor OH torsional mode at 286 cm−1.
As mentioned above, the latter band overlaps with the neigh-
boring monomer feature which complicates a solid quantita-
tive intensity analysis. Nevertheless, the two dimer bands in
question appear to have almost the same integrated intensity at
low methanol concentrations. This is supported by harmonic
MP2 and B3LYP frequency calculations5 which predict an
almost 1:1 intensity ratio of these bands. These predictions

FIG. 4. The observed far-infrared absorption spectra of methanol embed-
ded in neon matrices at 2.8 K. The components of the torsional fundamental
(vtors = 0 → 1) and first torsional overtone (vtors = 0 → 2) transitions of the
monomer as well as of the acceptor OH torsional (“a”) and donor OH libra-
tional (“d”) transitions of the dimer are assigned by minimum structures.
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suggest a straightforward assignment of the 558 cm−1 band
to the missing donor OH librational band of methanol dimer.

The matrix band position lines up between the strong
551 cm−1 band and the weaker 567 cm−1 band observed in the
jet spectra. A recent review article addressing water clusters
embedded in neon matrices reports that large-amplitude inter-
molecular vibrational transitions tend to become slightly blue-
shifted relative to the gas phase.49 These small blue-shifts of
large-amplitude vibrational modes are ascribed as minor re-
pulsive steric effects originating from the neon host environ-
ment. This provides a qualitative argument in support for a
dimer assignment of the 551 cm−1 band in the far-infrared jet
spectrum. On the other hand, the predicted 1:1 intensity re-
lationship mentioned above together with the lack of strong
dimer absorptions at lower wavenumbers in the jet spectrum
provide a counter-argument for an assignment of the weaker
567 cm−1 band to the librational mode in question. In the jet
experiments, it is furthermore possible that the librational in-
tensity is distributed over several �K = ±1 sub-branches or
affected by rovibrational couplings, similar to but less pro-
nounced than in the case of the HF dimer.50 In addition, the
blue-shift observations cited above are not a strict indicator,
since numerous red-shifts have been observed under similar
conditions as well. Further, our previous quantum-chemical
predictions5 point at a possible overlap between the donor
OH librational mode of the dimer and the lowest-wavenumber
OH librational mode of the trimer. The far-infrared jet spec-
tral series is thus less conclusive than the neon matrix isola-
tion data, and we can only suggest a band origin interval of
560±10 cm−1 for the OH librational mode of the methanol
dimer when not affected by a neon matrix environment.

In order to verify the proposed methanol dimer assign-
ment further, we explore the isotopic spectral shifts associ-
ated with H/D substitution on the hydroxy group. Fig. 5 shows
the full far-infrared absorption spectrum of methanol-OD em-
bedded in neon at 2.8 K (red trace) together with the cor-

FIG. 5. The observed far-infrared absorption spectra of methanol (black
trace) and methanol-OD (∼80%, red trace) embedded in neon matrices at
2.8 K. The assignments for the torsional fundamental and the first torsional
overtone of the monomers (denoted “m(. . . )”) as well as the acceptor OH/OD
torsional (denoted “a”) and donor OH/OD librational modes of the hydrogen-
bonded methanol dimers (denoted “d”) are shown (see text).

responding far-infrared spectrum of regular methanol (black
trace) at a similar methanol:neon mixing ratio. H/D exchange
processes on the very large surface of the matrix inlet tubing
are inevitable, preventing higher purities than 80%–85% of
methanol-OD in the deposited neon matrices. The traces of
regular methanol can be monitored most clearly by the iso-
lated torsional overtone sub-band observed at 447 cm−1. The
torsion-vibration splittings of the ground and excited torsional
states are smaller for methanol-OD, owing to the slower tor-
sional tunneling of D relative to H. Two major bands are
reproduced at 187.5 cm−1 and 205.5 cm−1; the latter being
overlapped by the two torsional E–E and A–E sub-bands of
regular methanol. These two bands have previously been ob-
served by Perchard for very diluted methanol-OD doped neon
matrices and assigned to the “cold” torsional sub-bands orig-
inating from the A sub-level of the vibrational ground state.47

The two remaining torsional sub-bands originating from the
E sub-level could not be observed by dedicated annealing ex-
periments. The vibrational ground state splitting of methanol-
OD in the gas phase is 2.6 cm−1 and might be even smaller in
neon matrices.51 The splitting of the excited torsional state of
methanol-OD must therefore be very close to the wavenum-
ber difference of ∼18 cm−1 between the “cold” torsional sub-
bands.

In the regions of the proposed dimer assignments for
regular methanol, we also observe small traces of deuterated
dimeric species. A closer inspection of the region for the pro-
posed donor OH librational band reveals a rather small red
shift of ∼1–2 cm−1 relative to the band origin of 558 cm−1.
This small isotopic wavenumber shift points at a OH libra-
tional mode and could originate from mixed methanol dimers
where regular methanol acts as a donor and methanol-OD acts
as the acceptor. A red-shift of the same size is also observed
for the mixed water/methanol dimer band around 527 cm−1

which shall not be discussed further in the present contribu-
tion. A series of previous cluster studies have shown that D-
bonded complexes in general are more stable than the cor-
responding H-bonded complexes due to smaller zero-point
energies.52 Accordingly, the mixed methanol dimer where
methanol-OD acts as the donor should be more abundant. In
the region of the proposed acceptor OH torsional mode of the
methanol dimer, we observe a rather weak and very broad
spectral feature overlapped by the torsional E–A and A–A sub-
bands of regular methanol. This broad spectral feature must
have a contribution from mixed methanol dimers where reg-
ular methanol acts as acceptor instead of donor, but a quan-
titative analysis of the relative abundance of mixed methanol
dimers is not possible even at higher mixing ratios.

The inevitable H/D exchange does not prevent a large ex-
cess of methanol-OD and clear absorption by the methanol-
OD dimer. The donor OD librational mode is easily assigned
as a rather sharp band at 420 cm−1. The somewhat broad spec-
tral feature observed below the sharp donor OD-librational
band around 400 cm−1 appears to have a similar concen-
tration dependency as the torsional sub-bands of methanol-
OD and might originate from a monomeric torsional overtone
sub-band. The acceptor OD torsional mode appears clearly as
a high-wavenumber shoulder on the torsional A–A sub-band
of methanol-OD at 234 cm−1. This acceptor OD torsional
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TABLE I. The observed band origins (in cm−1) for the acceptor OH/OD
torsional mode and the donor OH/OD librational mode of different hydrogen-
bonded methanol dimer isotopologues isolated in supersonic jet expansions
and embedded in cryogenic neon matrices at 2.8 K.

Species Jet Neon matrix

(CH3OH)2 acceptor OH torsion Not assigned 286
(CH3OH)2 donor OH libration 560 ± 10 558
(CH3OD)2 acceptor OD torsion Not assigned 234
(CH3OD)2 donor OD libration Not assigned 420

band must be overlapped by mixed methanol dimers where
methanol-OD acts as the acceptor and regular methanol as
the donor which can explain the apparent larger band intensity
relative to the acceptor OH torsional band of regular methanol
dimer. The resulting OD/OH isotope ratios of 0.75–0.82 are
significantly larger than 1/

√
2 as expected for strongly anhar-

monic potential energy wells. The complete set of methanol
dimer assignments from the combined jet and neon matrix
isolation experiments is summarized in Table I.

V. HARMONIC LOCAL-CORRELATION COUPLED
CLUSTER AND ANHARMONIC PREDICTIONS

Harmonic predictions for the donor OH stretching red-
shift of the methanol dimer have been available for some
time from MP2 and Density Functional Theory (DFT)
calculations.22 These predictions demonstrate a red-shift on
the order of 150 cm−1, much more than the experimental an-
harmonic value of 111 cm−1. A recent study has now ap-
plied harmonic Coupled-Cluster methods in a local correla-
tion framework (prefix L) to the problem,23 providing a full
normal-mode analysis at the optimized structures while be-
ing essentially free of basis set superposition error (BSSE).
The exaggerated MP2 red-shifts were traced to an underes-
timation of the O–H bond strength of the donor molecule in
the dimer, which is only partially compensated by likewise
underestimated intermolecular electron correlation effects. A
combination of local and explicit electron correlation beyond
second-order perturbation theory placed the harmonic donor
OH stretching red-shift close to 121 cm−1.

Harmonic transition wavenumbers for the acceptor OH
torsional and the donor OH librational modes were obtained
at the same levels23 and are reproduced in Table II. We aug-
ment these data with MP2/cc-pVTZ, B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ,
and B3LYP-D3BJ/6-311+G(2d,p) calculations making use of
Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction (D3)53 and Becke-
Johnson damping (BJ),54 both in the harmonic approxima-
tion (Table II) and applying a standard second-order pertur-
bational (VPT2) anharmonic treatment as implemented in the
Gaussian 09 program,29 carried out and reported in Ref. 24
and summarized in Table III. For brevity, we shorten the 6-
311+G(2d,p) basis set to “6311”and cc-pVTZ to “VTZ.” The
VPT2 calculations avoided diffuse functions on all hydrogen
atoms (6311) or even altogether (VTZ), improving numerical
stability in the finite-displacement steps of the VPT2 treat-
ment. The highest level of theory in Ref. 23 with an optimized
geometry and harmonic frequencies is explicitly correlated

TABLE II. Harmonic wavenumbers ω (units of cm−1) for the OH torsional
(“tors”) mode of the methanol monomer (“mon”) and corresponding donor
OH librational (“lib”) and acceptor torsional (“tors”) modes of the dimer
(“dim”), reproduced from Refs. 24 and 23.

ωmon
tors ωdim

lib ωdim
tors

MP2/VTZ 309 699 317
B3LYP-D3BJ/6311 294 708 355
B2PLYP-D3/VTZ 304 694 308
MP2/A′VTZa 294 695 331
LMP2/A′VTZ 293 660 319
LCCSD(T0)/A′VTZ(int) 294 647 320
Benchmarkb 294 660 322

aDiffuse functions omitted for CH3 hydrogens.
bLCCSD(T*)-F12a/VDZ-F12(int).

LCCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12(int), with the intermolecular
interactions (“int”) treated at the same high level of theory.
Comparison with larger basis sets showed that these results
were very close to the Complete Basis Set (CBS) limit. We
can therefore regard these data as the harmonic benchmark
for all other calculations henceforth.

The harmonic OH librational wavenumbers are overes-
timated in the canonical MP2 and DFT calculations by 30–
50 cm−1. This correlates with overestimated OH stretching
shifts, indicative of a too anisotropic hydrogen bond. The
good performance of LMP2 is a result of error compensation
and does not extend to the OH stretching shift.23

Advancing to the anharmonic VPT2 results which are
restricted to lower electronic structure levels (Table III), the
donor OH librational mode exhibits a pronounced negative
diagonal anharmonicity, red-shifting the fundamental transi-
tion by about 90 cm−1. This corresponds to a sub-linear in-
crease of the restoring force due to the directional hydrogen
bond. The off-diagonal couplings to all other modes are pre-
dicted to slightly increase this red-shift when taken together,
but a distinct positive coupling to the donor OH stretching
vibration can be identified. This coupling reflects the fact that

TABLE III. Calculated VPT2 spectroscopic constants (units of cm−1) for
the donor OH librational mode of methanol dimer (from Ref. 24 and by per-
sonal communication of the computer outputs through its authors). The 20
anharmonic coupling cross-terms not given in the table are somewhat smaller
and their overall sum is very close to 0.

MP2/VTZ B3LYP-D3BJ/6311 B2PLYP-D3/VTZ

ωlib
a 699 708 694

2xlib, lib
b − 92 − 91 − 85

1
2 xlib,ν(OH)b

c +30 +30 +30
1
2 xlib,δ(OH)b

d − 9 − 8 − 8
1
2 xlib,tors

e − 7 − 11 − 7

1
2

6∑
1

xlib,intermol
f − 31 − 31 − 21

ν̃lib
g 589 595 603

aThe harmonic wavenumber.
bThe anharmonic contribution from diagonal anharmonicity.
cThe anharmonic contribution from the coupling to the donor OH stretching mode.
dThe anharmonic contribution from the coupling to the donor OH bending mode.
eThe anharmonic contribution from the coupling to the acceptor OH torsional mode.
fThe anharmonic contribution from the coupling to the six intermolecular modes.
gThe anharmonic wavenumber.
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TABLE IV. Calculated VPT2 spectroscopic constants (units of cm−1) for
the acceptor OH torsional mode of methanol dimer (from Ref. 24 and by
personal communication of the computer outputs through its authors).

MP2/VTZ B3LYP-D3BJ/6311 B2PLYP-D3/VTZ

ωtors
a 317 355 308

2xtors, tors
b −66 −61 −73

1
2

29∑
j

xtors,j
c +31 −9 +11

ν̃tors
d 282 285 246

aThe harmonic wavenumber.
bThe anharmonic contribution from diagonal anharmonicity.
cThe anharmonic contribution from the sum of all coupling cross-terms to the other 29
vibrational modes.
dThe anharmonic wavenumber.

the OH librational mode is ultimately of dissociative nature,
and its excitation tends to restore the higher monomer value
for the OH stretching frequency. The magnitude of this cou-
pling is remarkably consistent among the calculations, in-
dependent of variations in the absolute harmonic wavenum-
bers for the OH librational and stretching modes. The posi-
tive xlib,ν(OH)b

coupling is key responsible for the fact that the
harmonic OH stretching red-shift of methanol dimer is larger
than the experimental one despite opposing diagonal anhar-
monic OH stretching effects. Indeed, from the experimental
constraints outlined in the Introduction,23, 24 one can estimate
the order of magnitude of 1

2xlib,ν(OH)b
around 36 cm−1, if all

other off-diagonal contributions to the OH stretching shift are
assumed to approximately cancel. All this lends some credi-
bility to the VPT2 corrections despite their limited electronic
structure level and the relatively large amplitude motion in the
OH librational mode, which probably challenges the applica-
bility of the VPT2 approximations.

The overall sum of anharmonic corrections to the libra-
tional fundamental transition is on the order of −(100 ± 10)
cm−1. Adding this to the benchmark harmonic wavenumber
of 660 cm−1, a prediction of 560 cm−1 is obtained which is
fully consistent with the present experimental value of (560
± 10) cm−1. A similar analysis of the acceptor OH torsional
mode of methanol dimer is likely to stretch the reliability of
VPT2 calculations, but we note that the best harmonic esti-
mate of 322 cm−1 (Table II) in combination with the aver-
age VPT2 correction of (50 ± 20) cm−1 (Table IV) is not too
far from the experimental value of 286 cm−1 obtained in this
work.

We finally note that the overtone of the hydrogen-bonded
librational mode is predicted remarkably close to the CO
stretching fundamentals of methanol dimer13 based on the re-
sults of the present work, potentially complicating their quan-
titative analysis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, the fundamental hydrogen bond libra-
tional mode of the smallest organic hydrogen-bonded dimer
has been confidently assigned experimentally near 560 cm−1

with an accuracy which allows for rigorous benchmarking of
theory. The remaining experimental uncertainty of at most

±10 cm−1 is due to spectral overlap with methanol trimer (in
the gas phase) or residual matrix influence (in the cryogenic
neon matrix). The 100 cm−1 or 15% gap to the benchmark
harmonic prediction can be rationalized mostly by anhar-
monicity along the librational coordinate. Off-diagonal cou-
pling terms are significant, in particular to the bound OH
stretching mode, but they are largely canceled by opposing
coupling cross-terms from the intermolecular modes. The ex-
perimental result is corroborated by results for O-deuterated
methanol dimer (420 cm−1) and the even larger amplitude ac-
ceptor OH (OD) torsional mode of the dimer is observed at
286 cm−1 (234 cm−1) in the neon matrices. Thus, two orthog-
onal degrees of freedom of the hydrogen bonded (and free)
OH groups in methanol dimer as well as their mutual cou-
pling are now rather well established by infrared vibrational
spectroscopy. Sensitivity limits of supersonic jet spectroscopy
in the far infrared and environmental effects in neon matrices
are seen to be surmountable by a combination of both tech-
niques. Quantitative studies of sub-picosecond intermolecu-
lar energy flow in organic hydrogen bonds can profit from
these reference values. It would be valuable to confirm some
of the conclusions on off-diagonal coupling cross-terms by di-
rect observation of weak OH stretching-libration combination
bands of methanol dimer.
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